
Good morning Senator Brooks, Representative Hennessey and other distinguished members of 
the committees. My name is Robin LoDolce and I am the director of Pike County Area Agency 
on Aging. 
We have had a very successful program with the PDA Waiver program in our County. We have 
a very rural setting for home care providers to access our seniors. Sometimes they have 
difficulty providing split shifts and other logistic issues with home care in rural settings. The 
Personal Assistance Service (PAS) or attendant model has worked very well with our seniors and 
consumers under 60 with disabilities. It affords them the comfort of staying in their own home 
and receiving care from someone they choose. 

Historically we have provided the "waiver packet" to those individuals who were clinically 
eligible for services and chose to enroll in the MA funded HCBS at their own home. Our office 
always supported the families who had difficulty filling out the paperwork and often would need 
to follow up with them to ensure their bank statements and other forms were completed 
correctly. We had a decent rapport with our CAO as well and caseworkers were notified when 
additional documentation was necessary to complete the application. 

As the Long Term care system started to change and make way for the influx of aging seniors 
who needed care at the setting of their choice (their own home), we advocated for their care. We 
got the phone calls from families who were not getting their LiHeap (heating assistance) 
benefits, who were not getting assistance with forms for their recertification. Or, at times, 
helping them understand that they needed to fill out the forms that came to them from the CAO 
for their own benefit(s). The changes from written applications to on-line websites, while stream
lining in some aspects, created barriers in others. 

Our consumers often have hearing loss, are low vision or no vision, don't always understand 
what is mailed to them, or don't readily have anyone available to interpret these papers. The 
average senior citizen receives more direct mail marketing attempts than any other demographic. 

It is not uncommon for the mail to pile up, get misplaced, or just not opened. That includes an 
I I -page financial verification from the county assistance office. 

We were notified in 2015 that the enrollment function for the PDA Waiver program was to be 
changing and as of April I st 2016 that the IEB would be Maxim us. We instructed our staff for 
the impending changes and restructured our intake department to know the correct process (at 
that time) for people looking for home and community-based services. At that time we had 107 
active PDA Waiver consumers. 

We had a webinar/call on February 26th to review the new process. On March 23n1 further 
clarification was provided and a I 4 page power point. The new enrollment entity was to take 
over the collection of the pertinent documents and provide this to the county assistance office. 

While this represented a major concern for our network, the process was started and the referrals 
to the IEB began. There were clarifications needed for application dates, status dates, dates of 
financial receipts, dates of medical certifications and of course start dates for those approved by 
OLTL. All of these items needed to be in line before any further steps were made in this new 



process. In the subsequent months there were emails, additional webinars, tracking sheets 
devised to try and capture where these referrals were going and when, and conference calls for 
updates. The Mechanism for referrals changed from phone call or fax, to no phone calls 
accepted, to check the IEB website to secure email. 

All of the while families were eagerly waiting for a response or feedback. They called the AAA 
and were frustrated, annoyed, and desperate for help. 

In Pike County we have had approximately 40 referrals since April I st. As of this date four have 
been approved. Two of them area still lacking MA numbers for completion of service orders and 
subsequently aren't receiving services yet. 

This is the case of Rosemarie 0. for her caregiver to be able to get paid. On April 271h the 
referral was made to the AAA. She went without pay but continued to help Rosemarie as she 
lives alone with short term memory loss, fall risk, in-continence, and asthma. On July 25th the 
family reported they still hadn't heard from the IEB, and they had waited on the phone for hours 
waiting to speak with them. The consumer already had Medical Assistance (MA). On 
7/27/2016 she was notified she was denied by the IEB for failure to provide the Physicians' 
script. On 7/28/2016 the re-referral was sent with the MA with the Physicians' script attached. 
On 8/31, niece reported that the IEB made the visit and told the family Rosemary was approved. 
The AAA had to state that the AAA must wait for approval by the IEB in the system prior to 
being able to start Individual Service Plan (ISP) to identify service needs. During the process of 
the application the consumer lost benefits due to her case being open for the Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and for the Waiver application. Evidently the enrollment 
of "waiver waiting" blocked the access for her annual renewal for SNAP and MA insurance 
benefits. At this point Rosemariewas unable to get her medications. That was, again rectified by 
the AAA and the local County Assistance Office (CAO) with help from Senator Baker's office. 
On September 25th we received the approval for Waiver. Her case took five months for approval 

Eduardo was referred in June for more services due to his declining condition. The LCD was 
completed and referral to the IEB made. In July, Eduardo's son called for phone number for the 
IEB. No contact was received by August. By 8/31/2016, Eduardo passed away with limited care 
through family and hospice. Over all we have had our referrals placed in the LTC facilities, 
hospitalized, and left waiting for much needed services. 

We were not able to help each consumer through this system because there was little to no 
feedback from the IEB, no organized communication with CAO, IEB and the AAA's. The staff 
are willing to provide any assistance necessary to move these folks on to their much needed 
services. Person Centered Counseling has been discussed and may work. If that is the case, I 
truly hope the cost of this additional communication/process is covered under the IEB's 
enrollment fee. 

As of9/ l/2016 Pike County had 96 active Waiver consumers. This is fewer than when we 
started the process, and as has been mentioned, we have lost some of these individuals forever. 



Each referral has a story that my colleagues and I are mentioning, because each referral is a 
person with a life. 




